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Physical Sciences, Grade 12
Technological Advancement Through Canada-U.S.-global
Interchange
The Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science
The fascinating story of the men who founded the nuclear age, fully told for the
first time The story of the twentieth century is largely the story of the power of
science and technology. Within that story is the incredible tale of the human
conflict between Robert Oppenheimer, Ernest Lawrence, and Edward Teller-the
scientists most responsible for the advent of weapons of mass destruction. How did
science-and its practitioners-enlisted in the service of the state during the Second
World War, become a slave to its patron during the Cold War? The story of these
three men, builders of the bombs, is fundamentally about loyalty-to country, to
science, and to each other-and about the wrenching choices that had to be made
when these allegiances came into conflict. Gregg Herken gives us the behind-thescenes account based upon a decade of research, interviews, and newly released
Freedom of Information Act and Russian documents. Brotherhood of the Bomb is a
vital slice of American history told authoritatively-and grippingly-for the first time.
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Physics and National Socialism
Union List of Periodicals and Periodic Serials in the Physical
Sciences and Engineering at Purdue University
Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
Sessional Papers
Guide to U.S. Government Publications
Scientific and Technical Books and Serials in Print
Science and Government Report
A Memorandum on Our Vernaculars, as Media of Elementary
Instruction
Openness and sharing of information are fundamental to the progress of science
and to the effective functioning of the research enterprise. The advent of scientific
journals in the 17th century helped power the Scientific Revolution by allowing
researchers to communicate across time and space, using the technologies of that
era to generate reliable knowledge more quickly and efficiently. Harnessing today's
stunning, ongoing advances in information technologies, the global research
enterprise and its stakeholders are moving toward a new open science ecosystem.
Open science aims to ensure the free availability and usability of scholarly
publications, the data that result from scholarly research, and the methodologies,
including code or algorithms, that were used to generate those data. Open Science
by Design is aimed at overcoming barriers and moving toward open science as the
default approach across the research enterprise. This report explores specific
examples of open science and discusses a range of challenges, focusing on
stakeholder perspectives. It is meant to provide guidance to the research
enterprise and its stakeholders as they build strategies for achieving open science
and take the next steps.

Technical Memorandum - National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics
"Report of the Dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of
Ontario, 1893", issued as vol. 26, no. 7, supplement.
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Sessional Papers
1 Aim and General Description of the Anthology The purpose of this anthology is to
introduce the English speaking public to the wide spectrum of texts authored
predominently by physicists portraying the ac tual and perceived role of physics in
the Nazi state. Up to now no broad and well balanced documentation of German
physics during this time has been available in English, despite the significant role
physics has played both politically (e. g. , in weaponry planning) and ideologically
(e. g. , in the controversy over the value of theoretical ('Jewish') vs. experimental
('Aryan') physics), and even though prominent figures like the scientist-philosopher
and emigre Albert Einstein and the controversial nuclear physicist Werner
Heisenberg have become household names. This anthology will attempt to bridge
this gap by presenting contempo rary documents and eye-witness accounts by the
physicists themselves. Authors were chosen to represent the various political
opinions and specialties within the physics community, omitting some of the more
readily accessible texts by leading physicists (e. g. , Einstein, Heisenberg, Lenard)
in favor of those by less well-known but nonetheless important figures (e. g. ,
Finkelnburg, Max Wien, Ramsauer). In this way we hope not only to circumvent the
constricted 'Great Men' approach to history but also to offer a broader picture of
the activities and conflicts within the field and the effects of the political forces
exerted upon them.

Memorandum on the Teaching of Geography
British Medical Journal
Memorandum
Guide to U.S. Government Publications
Parliamentary Papers, House of Commons and Command
Brotherhood of the Bomb
In the early 1640s Henry Best, a gentleman farmer of Elmswell in the East Riding of
Yorkshire, composed an account of his farming practices. The resulting Farming
Book provides a unique account of seventeenth-century farming, of the marketing
of agricultural produce, and of rural customs. It is here published in a new
transcription by Donald Woodward. In addition, a complete transcript of Henry
Best's Memorandum Book is published for the first time; this volume gives details
of a wide range of day-to-day transactions mainly during the period 1617 to 1645.
The editor adds greatly to our knowledge of Henry Best, his family and estate in a
substantial introduction, and much ancillary documentary evidence is provided in a
series of appendices. The volume is rounded off by an extensive new glossary
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prepared by Peter McClure.

The Farming and Memorandum Books of Henry Best of
Elmswell, 1642
A Lever Long Enough
NOAA Technical Memorandum EDS BC.
Proceedings
Energy Research Abstracts
Over 220,000 entries representing some 56,000 Library of Congress subject
headings. Covers all disciplines of science and technology, e.g., engineering,
agriculture, and domestic arts. Also contains at least 5000 titles published before
1876. Has many applications in libraries, information centers, and other
organizations concerned with scientific and technological literature. Subject index
contains main listing of entries. Each entry gives cataloging as prepared by the
Library of Congress. Author/title indexes.

Technical Memorandum
Contains the full texts of all Tax Court decisions entered from Oct. 24, 1942 to
date, with case table and topical index.

Research Memorandum
Jefferson's Memorandum Books, Volume 1
Guide to U.S. Government Publications
Technical Memorandum
Catalogue, Books and Journals in Advanced Mathematics
Chiefly translations from foreign aeronautical journals.

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
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Study & Master Physical Sciences Grade 12 has been especially developed by an
experienced author team for the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement
(CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to master essential content
and skills in Physical Sciences.

Proceedings
Among the Second Series of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, this volume has the
most detailed coverage of his day-to-day life. These disciplined records of personal
expenditures, and of various other daily observations, furnish valuable information
about prices and availability of commodities of the period and provide abundant
evidence of Jefferson's devotion to a systematic way of living and of his insatiable
curiosity. Originally published in 1997. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books
from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.

Tax Court Memorandum Decisions
In this comprehensive social history of Columbia University's School of Engineering
and Applied Science (SEAS), Robert McCaughey combines archival research with
oral testimony and contemporary interviews to build a critical and celebratory
portrait of one of the oldest engineering schools in the United States. McCaughey
follows the evolving, occasionally rocky, and now integrated relationship between
SEAS's engineers and the rest of the Columbia University student body, faculty,
and administration. He also revisits the interaction between the SEAS staff and the
inhabitants and institutions of the City of New York, where the school has resided
since its founding in 1864. McCaughey compares the historical struggles and
achievements of the school's engineers with their present-day battles and
accomplishments, and he contrasts their teaching and research approaches with
those of their peers at other free-standing and Ivy League engineering schools.
What begins as a localized history of a school striving to define itself within a
university known for its strengths in the humanities and the social sciences
becomes a wider story of the transformation of the applied sciences into a critical
component of American technology and education.

Open Science by Design
Directory of Engineering Document Sources
Includes all works deriving from DOE, other related government-sponsored
information and foreign nonnuclear information.

Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences
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Pure and Applied Science Books, 1876-1982
The Mysore Gazette
The Orissa Gazette
This comprehensive yet concise annual annotated reference source catalogs the
important series, periodicals and reference tools published by U.S. government
agencies. Over the years, the index section of the Guide to U.S. Government
Publications has expanded to more than 40,000 entries. Agencies and titles are
indexed, followed by a keyword title index for quick and easy referencing. No other
single resource provides historical and current information on U.S. government
publications in one place.

University of California Union Catalog of Monographs
Cataloged by the Nine Campuses from 1963 Through 1967:
Authors & titles
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